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ABOUT THE WORLD
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
SUMMIT
The World Sustainable Development Summit (WSDS) has been conceptualised
as a single platform to accelerate international coordinated action against
climate change and towards sustainable development. With the participation
of global policy makers, business leaders, researchers, media and members of
the civil society, the WSDS facilitates the exchange of knowledge, ideas, and
solutions to promote solutions for a sustainable future. The WSDS has evolved
from a fifteen year legacy of the Delhi Sustainable Development Summit
(DSDS). Initiated in 2001, TERI annually hosted the DSDS with the aim of making
‘sustainable development’ a globally shared goal. The DSDS bought together a
total of 46 heads of state and government, 13 Nobel laureates, ministers from
over 60 countries, 1500 business leaders, 1600+ speakers, and delegates from
across continents, over its 15 editions. Following the adoption of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and the adoption of the landmark Paris Agreement
to limit rise in temperature to well below 2° degrees Celsius in the year 2015, the
DSDS has transitioned to the WSDS in an attempt to raise the platform, attract
greater talent, expertise and devise ways, so that messages created at this.
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FOREWORD

T

ERI had great pleasure in hosting the Media Colloquium as
part of the landmark first edition of the World Sustainable
Development Summit themed Beyond 2015: People, Planet &
Prosperity.
As an institution that works towards creation of knowledge, TERI
places a strong emphasis on raising awareness and disseminating
solutions that lead to sustainable development pathways. Since its
inception in 1974, TERI has been organising media workshops in
an effort to build networks amongst journalists and sector experts
across countries to enable them to exchange ideas for reporting
issues related to the environment and climate change.
Members of the media are powerful change agents as they have access to platforms to
get messages on critical and under-reported issues heard. They have an enormous impact
on informing public perception on issues related to sustainable development and climate
change. In the long term the Media Colloquium intends to build a cohort of informed and
environmentally-conscious correspondents, especially in countries and regions that need to
drive substantive progress in sustainable climate action. By strengthening the engagement
with national and international media, TERI aims to advocate practical and innovative
solutions for translating the objectives of the Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris
Agreement into action.
The WSDS 2016 Media Colloquium provided participating journalists an opportunity to
enhance their understanding and build their skills pertaining to sustainable development
issues; and enabled them to address these issues and raise public awareness through
impactful stories. The Media Colloquium urged journalists to identify information gaps, and
use their stories to inform and educate the public about various global and region specific
environmental challenges and possible solutions.
The Media Colloquium proceedings capture the highlights of the sessions, the experiences
of participating journalists and key stories published by them. TERI was delighted to send
two selected contributors of the Media Colloquium to the 22nd Conference of Parties (COP
22) in Marrakech to cover the 11 days of deliberations. We hope that the Media Colloquium
will build momentum and lay a strong foundation for effective media reportage, and evolve a
consensus for the Post-2015 development agenda.
Dr Ajay Mathur
Director General, TERI
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WSDS 2016- BEYOND 2015: PEOPLE,
PLANET & PROGRESS
Inaugurated by the Hon’ble President of India, Mr Pranab Mukherjee, spread over 4 days
with 290 speakers, 9 plenaries and 25 thematic tracks; the WSDS witnessed a galaxy of
distinguished speakers and an equally important group of participants from all over the
world.

TERI has been consistent in its endeavour to find
solutions and create new knowledge on issues relating
to environment, climate, resources and sustainable
development. Through this World Sustainable Development
Summit, TERI is seeking to provide a unique platform to
experts, administrators, policy-makers and others from
round the globe, determined to protect our planet, to
promote international exchange of knowledge and ideas. I
urge TERI to continue its efforts for many more years.
- Hon’ble President of India, Mr Pranab Mukherjee

The World Sustainable Development Summit started with the Business Day to explore
methods through which businesses can invest in sustainable development while enhancing
their corporate value. In this regard, the need for cooperation amongst diverse stakeholders,
peer to peer learning and exchange of knowledge was emphasised, along with the need
for companies to think beyond Corporate Social Responsibility and consider how to make
investments more systemic to contribute to the Sustainable Development Goals.
The nine plenaries during WSDS focused on niche topics relating to the overall theme of the
Summit. The themes were:
1. Ministerial Session- People’s Aspirations and Sustainability: New Governance Paradigm
2. NDCs: Plans, Policies & Priorities
3. Energy Transitions: Perspectives & Priorities
4. Climate ~ Energy ~ Food Nexus
5. Climate Finance
6. Habitat III Agenda - Sustainable Development Goals and Implications on Cities
7. Beyond 2015: Sustainable Infrastructure for Africa’s Transformation
8. Synchronizing INDC Actions to Achieve SDGs on Water
9. Air Pollution is a Solvable Problem
Each plenary consisted of domain experts from the Government, research, corporate and
academia sector.
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KEY MESSAGES
Choices
Promoting
individual
action; informed
and strengthened
by public
policies and
infrastructure
investment
choices

Action
By stakeholders
to promote
low carbon,
high resilience
& a more
sustainable
future

Movement
Enabling
transforming action
by the masses

Change
Managing and
generating
technological
change is at the
heart of enabling
a more sustainable
future

Alliances
Which can
leverage
actions and
transformations

Major Messages from sessions @ WSDS 2016
• Global action built on partnerships is required to achieve sustainable economic and
social progress, inclusive growth and protection of the Earth’s ecosystem.
• It is time for companies to think beyond CSR and consider how to make investments more
systemic to contribute to SDGs.
• It was recognized that urban centres are key to achieving SDGs. Indeed SDG 11 links all
the other 16 SDGs
• Mahindra announced that it had decided to impose an internal carbon price of USD10/
Ton CO2 on all its investments.
• Sustainability should not be a peripheral activity but should become a mainstream
movement.
• Formal seal to cooperation between the Government of India and the European
Commission on water.
• For accelerating the actions on SDGs and climate change, it is necessary to forge
collaborations:
a) Among countries
b) Between national government and state governments, right down to the
		 local bodies
c) Among governments and businesses
d) With research institutions
e) With civic society and communities
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WSDS 2016 PHOTO FEATURE
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MEDIA COLLOQUIUM 2016
A feature of the World Sustainable Development Summit 2016
The Media Colloquium 2016 was held in New Delhi from October 5-8 2016 on the sidelines
of the World Sustainable Development Summit 2016 (WSDS) themed ‘Beyond 2015:
People, Planet & Progress’. Nineteen journalists from six countries, namely Bangladesh,
Nepal, Sri Lanka, Cameroon, Afghanistan, and India took part in the Media Colloquium.
India’s geographic diversity was well represented among the participants, who came from
eight states and the Delhi union territory. The outlying states like Assam, Kashmir, Manipur,
Meghalya and Tripura were represented. Many journalists were drawn from grassroots
media in India and other countries. The Media Colloquium’s main goals were to enhance the
participating journalists’ understanding of sustainable development and related topics as well
as their abilities to report on these topics; and to provide them an opportunity for hands-on
reporting at the Summit so that its messages can reach a wider audience.

Media Colloquium participants with Dr Ajay Mathur, Director General, TERI at the
Valedictory Session of WSDS 2016.
Members of the media are powerful change agents. They have an
enormous impact on informing public perception on issues related to
sustainable development and climate change.
- Dr Ajay Mathur, Director General, TERI
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PARTICIPATING JOURNALISTS IN
MEDIA COLLOQUIUM 2016
•

Pinaki Roy, Senior Correspondent, The Daily Star, Bangladesh

•

Harisharan Lamichhane, Senior Correspondent, Radio Nepal, Nepal

•

Dhruba Raj Sapkota, News Reporter, Radio Nepal, Nepal

•

Apsara Kapukotuwa, Features Editor, Ceylon Today, Srilanka

•

Sharada Balasubramanian, Freelancer, Coimbatore

•

Sobhapati Samom, Freelancer, Imphal

•

Varghese Thomas, Special Correspondent, Malayala Manorama, Thiruvananthapuram

•

Kushagra Dixit, Senior Reporter, IANS, Delhi

•

Tarun Chakraborty, Correspondent, PROTHOM-ALO, Tripura

•

Merlin Francis, Journalist, Times of India, Bangalore

•

Chaitrali Chandorkar, Sr Correspondent, Maharashtra Times, Pune

•

Sathish Kumar, Assistant Editor, Dinamalar, Chennai

•

Anu Nkeze Paul, Editor, The Green Vision, Cameroon

•

Syeda Ambia Zahan, Correspondent, India Today, Guwahati

•

Prasad Dharmasena, Freelancer, Upali News, Srilanka

•

Mir Farhat, Executive Editor, Kashmir News service, Sri Nagar

•

Saidul Khan, Freelancer, Meghalaya

•

Deepak Dharmadam, Regional Head, Amrita TV,Kochi

•

Nargis Mansoor, Founder, Afghanistan Climate Change Movement (ACCM),
Afghanistan
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CLIMATE CHANGE & SUSTAINABLE
MESSAGING
Climate change is a reality that affects the entire ecosystem as well as economy, society
and culture. As the global community strives forth to attain its developmental needs; it is
important we make collective efforts to achieve sustainability in all our plans, processes and
practices.
The Colloquium provided an opportunity for several grass-roots journalists to cover the
Summit and develop ideas, resources for future coverage. Some of the participants have
continued the reporting they started during the Colloquium and have published in-depth
articles.
The Colloquium was also an opportunity to expose readers/viewers of many local language
and grassroots media to sustainable development ideas and concepts through local idioms
and issues through the participating journalists.
For some of the participants, it was an opportunity to work on reporting skills for covering
development and climate change, gaining both insights into the topics as well as ideas on
reporting and presentation.
The Media Colloquium enabled the sharing of best practices, community innovations and
the role of leadership to connect with larger audiences. It deliberated on how the media can
promote ecological policies, while strengthening institutional frameworks for sustainable
development.
There were seven sessions held in the seminar format exclusively for the Media Colloquium.
Five were on topics relating to sustainable development and two on the craft of journalism

Interactive session in progress at the Media Colloquium 2016
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in covering sustainable development. Eminent experts who exclusively interacted with the
journalists included Ms Henriette, Counselor, Environment Energy & Climate Change, EU;
Mr Cesare Onestini, Deputy Head, EU; Ms Rachel Kyte, Special Representative, Sustainable
Energy for All; and Mr Randal Newton, Vice President, Enterprise Engineering, Ingersoll
Rand.
Mr Arul Louis, Knight International Journalism Fellow, ICFJ, moderated the MQ seminars
and mentored the Media Colloquium journalists. As a mentor, Arul helped the participants in
focusing their ideas, selecting topics and presenting them in their stories. He guided them
on finding sources, people and fresh approaches to develop their stories.

Interactive session with
Mr Randal Newton, VP,
Enterprise Engineering,
Ingersoll Rand

“In the shoes of a COP journalist”
with Mr Nitin Sethi, Senior
Journalist, Business Standard

“No boring stories only boring
story tellers” with Ms Anita Pratap,
documentary film-maker & former
South Asia Bureau Chief, CNN

Session on“Green
Biotechnology” with TERI
experts Ms Vibha Dhawan and
Ms Nutan Kaushik
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Media Colloquium participants attending WSDS sessions

Outcomes of the Media Colloquium
The Colloquium provided an opportunity for several grass-roots journalists to cover the
Summit and develop ideas, resources for future coverage. Some of the participants have
continued the reporting they started during the Colloquium and have published in-depth
articles.
The Colloquium was also an opportunity to expose readers/viewers of many local language
and grassroots media to sustainable development ideas and concepts through local idioms
and issues through the participating journalists.
For some of the participants, it was an opportunity to work on reporting skills for covering
development and climate change, gaining both insights into the topics as well as ideas on
reporting and presentation.
The stories published by the journalists were judged by a jury consisting of: Mr Joydeep
Gupta, Director, Third Pole Project of Internews Earth Journalism Network and China
Dialogue; Mr K G Suresh, Director General, Indian Institute of Mass Communication; Ms Anita
Pratap, documentary film-maker & former South Asia Bureau Chief, CNN; Dr Annapurna
Vancheswaran, Senior Director, TERI; and Mr S. Gopikrishna Warrier, Environment Journalist,
Consultant and Trainer. The top two contributors of the Media Colloquium got the opportunity
to travel to Marrakech to cover the proceedings of the 22nd Conference of Parties.

Members of the Media Colloquium Jury

Mr Joydeep Gupta

Mr K G Suresh
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Ms Anita Pratap

Dr Annapurna Vancheswaran Mr S Gopikrishna Warrier

MEDIA COLLOQUIUM AWARD
The top contributors of the Media Colloquium were selected by an esteemed jury after a
thorough evaluation process.
As a token of our acknowledgement of their exemplary contribution, the two journalists
travelled to Marrakech for the 22nd Conference of Parties (COP22) to cover the various
deliberations that took place during the ten crucial days of the COP22 proceedings.
The Jury adjudged the following two journalists as the top contributors of the 2016 WSDS
Media Colloquium:

Mr Kushagra Dixit, Senior Reporter, IANS
An adept storyteller, Kushagra has covered stories on environment,
conflicts, governance, politics, business, tribes and wildlife. Prior to
working with IANS, Kushagra was Senior Reporter at The Statesman
where he covered the Delhi Assembly Elections 2015 and the Budget
session among other stories. As a Staff Reporter for The Pioneer in
Lucknow, Kushagra earned several front page and other national, state
and local bylines.
The stories published by Kushagra during the Media Colloquium are as
follows:
• Climate change negotiations lagging by a decade: TERI, IANS, 15 Oct 2016, New Delhi
• India needs indigenous solutions for smart cities: UNDP official, IANS, 17 Oct 2016, New
Delhi
• A water-stressed India, experts mull on ‘water governance’, IANS, 17 Oct 2016, New Delhi

Mr Saidul Khan, Independent Journalist & Media Consultant
As a freelance journalist, Saidul has written stories for The Telegraph
and other regional newspapers like the Eastern Chroncile,
Mawphor and U Nongsain Hima from Tura in Meghalaya. He is a
monthly contributor for Eclectic Northeast and Northeast Today
magazine. Saidul has worked on various documentary films and has
documented different success stories and impact features for North
Eastern Region Community Resource Mangement Programme.
The stories published by Saidul during the Media Colloquium are as
follows:
• Of Sand mining fear and mitigation efforts, North East Today Magazine, November 2016
• Experts Call for Research on Adaptive and Climate Resilient Agricultural Crops, Eastern
Chronicle, 07 Oct 2016, Meghalaya
• Prez hands Sikkim CM with TERI awards, Meghalaya Online News, 06 Oct 16
• Economic growth & sustainability co-exist, Meghalaya Online News, 06 Oct 16
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SOME EXPERIENCES
As a senior environmental reporter, I have participated in
many training seminars, workshops and conferences on
diverse environmental issues globally, but the knowledge
and experience I gathered in World Sustainable Development
Summit was fantastic. I returned home satisfied and a changed
journalist in terms of the knowledge and understanding for
climate change and sustainable development issues. WSDS
also exposed me to world class experts and scholars. The
Anu Nkeze Paul
wonderful platform WSDS created for discussion, exchange
Editor, The Green Vision, and networking was of much benefit to in depth reporting for
sustainable development issues.
Cameroon

Saidul Khan
Freelance Journalist,
Meghalaya

It was a great privilege and opportunity to be at the WSDS
2016 organised by TERI. As someone from Northeastern part
of India, I found the Summit very helpful in understanding
issues confronting the world on climate change and measures
to mitigate with the use of energy efficient technologies,
green interventions etc. The learning experience at the media
colloquium was enriching, which will surely reflect in my
writings. I feel that I would be able to put into perspective,
local environment issues at the global platform, so that it can
generate curiosity and much required attention.

The WSDS Media Colloquium empowered the ordinary media
person to be a climate change ambassador. The media is
not just an observer but a stakeholder in solving the issues of
climate change. We got new ideas and models to tell success
stories in a touching way. We become better equipped to
generate stories from our home turfs when floods, droughts,
pollution, water scarcity hit our areas. There may be a climate
change footprint in every disaster hitting each area. We are
Varughese C Thomas, trained to watch for green stories. We are graduated to think
Chief Sub Editor, Malayala globally and act locally.
Manorama Daily, Kerala
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Attending the World Sustainable Summit being organised by
The Energy and Resources Institute at Indian Habitat Centre in
New Delhi was a good learning experience. During the fourday Summit, I got enriched with diverse ideas and challenges
that environment changes and climate change pose to us all.
Attending sessions- thematic, interaction with experts, researches,
corporate and others in these days educated and informed me
about the issues we are confronted with, and how these issues
Mir Farhat
can be tackled. The experience and knowledge which I gained at
Kashmir News Service, WSDS will help me a long way in writing stories on environment
and development issues in Kashmir. Now, I can write stories on
Sri Nagar
the issues and try to create awareness among people about
sustainable development and challenges to environment.

I personally learned a lot of issues from the WSDS. This initiative
of TERI was a great platform to have some professional chats
with leading and eminent scholars of the World. Moreover, the
media colloquium taught me the basics of environment from
these experts and encouraged me to be a part of group of
young journalists in South Asia having flair for environmental
Tarun Chakraborty,
issues. Last, but certainly not the least, the summit has helped
Correspondent, Prothom in giving me a different perspective to my profession imbibing
Alo Bangladesh & Chief nobler values.
Reporter, Aajkal, Bengal
The WSDS was a great learning and reporting. As a TV man my
opportunity was limited, but I gained the maximum out of the
event. The inaugural by Hon President of India itself was a big
story for my Channel. The message of sustainable development
and environmental care ran across headlines for the Evening Top
Ten news programme. I got so many voice bites from different
experts after some sessions. The European Union counter at
the venue gave us an outlook in to the business angle of climate
Deepak Dharmadam, change as well. WSDS inspired me to start a “ Hearitha Keralam”Regional Editor, Amrita shot film contest, State level program for Go Green massage. I
would like to congratulate Team Teri for the wonderful job.
Televesion- Kochi

Sathish Kumar
Assistant Editor,
Dinamalar, Chennai

I would like to take this opportunity to thank TERI and its team
for organising such an excellent event, ‘World Sustainable
Development Summit - Media Colloquium’ and for the great
opportunity. I appreciate them for the outstanding agenda, it is
very important for today’s scenario. WSDS -Media Colloquium
is a great informational and networking event. I learned a lot,
I established new networks, met and spoke with many good
journalists and experts. I am looking forward to engage with TERI
in the future.
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SNAPSHOT OF THE WSDS MEDIA
COLLOQUIUM STORIES
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WORLD SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT

DOING BUSINESS WHILE BEING
ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS
By ApsArA pererA

The curtain raiser for the World
Sustainable Development Summit
(WSDS) 2016, which took place from
5-8 October at the India Habitat
Centre, New Delhi was the Business
Day. Under the theme ‘Beyond 2015:
People, Planet and Progress –
Mobilizing Business Strategies and
Solutions’ a platform was provided
for industry experts to conceptualize
ideas for conducting business while
protecting the environment.
The WSDS was hosted by The
Energy and Resources Institute

(TERI). Indian President Pranab
Mukherjee declared open WSDS
2016 at the Vigya Bhawan, New
Delhi and presented the Chief
Minister of Sikkim with the
‘Sustainable Development
Leadership Award’ for making his
state 100% organic.
‘Mainstreaming Biodiversity for
Responsible Business’ meanwhile
was another key session that brought
into focus the prominent programmes
such as TERI Council for Business
Sustainability and Leaders for Nature
Programme of IUCN. These build the
capacity of businesses and find

on-ground solutions. The session was
instrumental in bringing out the
challenges and opportunities for
responsible business.
A varied line-up of sessions such as
‘Accelerating the Transition to Low
Carbon Industries’, ‘Workshop on
Resource Efficiency and the Circular
Economy’, ‘Lifestyles, Production,
and Consumption: Key Challenges
for Sustainable Development’, and
‘Energizing Agri-Food Value Chain
through Clean Energy – Investing in
Entrepreneurship and Sustainable
Solutions’ provided a platform for
interesting deliberations.

WHAT AILS THE TEA INDUSTRY?
TEA EXPORTERS ASSOCIATION HIGHLIGHTS NEGATIVE FACTORS

T

he Tea Exporters Association (TEA)
drew out a 16-pointer letter, with
regard to the current crisis facing
the tea industry in Sri Lanka. The
Association specifies reasons and highlight
the factors which ail the tea industry?’ They
say that the Plantation and Growers sector
and the Tea Export sector were two different
entities, and that the failure to recognise the
difference between these industries was the
inherent problem. The Association clearly
breaks down the problems affecting this
once thriving export crop.
We carry below the points brought up by
the Tea Exporters Association.
Recognition of the different industries
under tea - There are two different sectors
in the Tea Industry, the Plantation/Growers
sector and the Tea Export sector. Failure to
recognize the difference in these industries
is the inherent problem. For political reasons
the government high ups require both these
sectors to come up with a unified solution.
The plantation sector is highly politicized and
approx.70% of the tea production is
controlled by the smallholder farmers,
depend on heavy subsidies in replanting,
fertilizer and price guarantees. The
government policy on the industry is
primarily decided on the pacification of this
sector and all others are victims of unrealistic
policies in a world driven by market
economy based on supply and demand.
Social Economy versus Business
Economy - The tea export sector is driven
by the private establishments without any
handouts or subsidies from the government
coffers and pay heavy taxes in terms of

revenue based income to the IRD.
This makes Tea exports one of the
heaviest taxed export commodities in
the world.
Reducing tea crop and price
escalation - The Sri Lanka tea crop is
climate dependent and has been
fluctuating between 290 to 340 million
kgs per annum. During the drought,
this may even drop to 280 million kgs.
With restrictions on the importation of
orthodox teas, the drop in crop and
increase in auction prices leave room
for large scale malpractices. This is
why we are now seeing exceptionally
large volumes of tea not fit for human
consumption being detected by the
customs. These detections are merely
a small percentage of the actual substandard volumes exported from Sri
Lanka under “Pure Ceylon Tea.” The
genuine exporters who have requested the
tea trade to be liberalized are the ultimate
victims of the illicit trade and are forced to
relocate their processing plants in countries
with more liberal policies. Dubai is fast
becoming a threat to Sri Lanka as a Tea
Export Hub and may surpass Sri Lanka
within a short period. Several other Free
Trade ports are inviting Sri Lankan Tea
companies to set up operations.
Tea is Globally recognized - Tea is a wellknown commodity in the global market with
an annual consumption of about 7 billion kgs.
Out of this, around 1.8 billion kgs are exported
from producer countries and global tea Hubs.
Sri Lanka, which enjoyed a 23% of the Global
tea export trade 15 years ago, has seen a
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accounts for about 17%. If this trend is not
reversed, Sri Lanka will lose its importance in
the Global tea market, whilst the consumers
will have many options to enjoy tea.
Protectionist policies - Protectionist
policies of growers backed by governments
have contributed to the current debacle in the
tea industry and costing the treasury an
enormous burden in subsidies.
2002 Budget - The 2002 Budget proposal
to recognize branded tea as an exclusive
segment witnessed the tea export revenue
climbing from USD 750 million to USD 1.6
billion in 2014. This is now showing a drastic
decline as the policies are reversed towards
protecting the tea farmer and neglecting the
export sector. Further, the political and
economic turmoil in our main markets in

situation.
Lack of business sense in the
plantations - Years of nonproductive agricultural policies
coupled with government red tape
has resulted in negativity in
operating large plantations which
were privatized with the State
retaining the decision making
powers. This has made the tea
plantations a “single crop business
model” when there are so many
diversification options available.
Plantation Companies too have not
been proactive in diversifying into
tea tourism, animal husbandry, large
scale fruit and vegetable cultivation,
other tree crops with commercial
values and cultivated timber
industries, new technologies in water
management, Water harvesting,
irrigation, alternate power generation and so
many other projects too numerous to mention.
COP matrix - The tea plantation industry
should be run as a business model and
meet competition from global players as
opposed to government protection to cover
up inefficiencies. The Sri Lankan tea
plantation industry is the most expensive in
terms of labour input,representing an
unprecedented 70% of the cost of
production, whereas the world average for
other tea producing countries is about 23%.
The cost matrix is most important for any
commodity to have a competitive edge.
Failure to understand this important
equation has created a downward trend in
operational profits.

P&M fund was initiated to fill the vacuum
created by transferring of collection of tea
cess from the Sri Lanka Tea Board(SLTB)
to the Treasury and as a result the SLTB
was unable to carry out any global
promotions due to a lack of funds. As
agreed by the Tea Exporters, Rs 3.50 per
kg was credited to this fund at the time of
exporting tea for the sole purpose of P&M in
the global markets to regain the lost share
for Ceylon Tea. This fund is a privately
contributed equity and the effort made by
the government to take it over on the
premise of it being categorized as an
industry fund is illegal and beats the
purpose of its existence. The delay in
launching the global tea campaign is no
fault of the Tea Exporters but due to state
bureaucracy and red tape on the part of the
authorities.
Improvement in quality of Ceylon Tea Due to the comfort of the protection net
offered by the State to the tea smallholders,
the quality of tea produced has fallen far
below desired levels. The quality standard
applied by the Tea Board to qualify for the
Lion logo is the accepted norm for Pure
Ceylon Tea of superior standard. It is
unfortunate that no more that 30% of the
manufactured teas qualify for the Lion logo
in the current context.
Electronic auction system - The
traditional system of auctioning tea is
continuing at the Colombo auction, though
the situations have changed vastly. To
purchase tea a Company has to deploy 3 to
4 tea buyers operating in three auction
rooms over two days. In modern parlance
this is a criminal waste of executive time.
Some of the traditional tea auction centres
have moved on to screen based auctioning
with the ease of procuring the tea
requirements from the comfort of their
offices and vastly reducing waiting time and
executive deployment. It is high time the
Colombo Tea Auction move forward to new
technology to reduce procurement time,
avoid malpractices at the auction gathering
and have a transparent and real time
auction mode with data gathering online.
Introducing new technology to
plantations - Tea plantations need to
re-look at the way they plant, nurture,
harvest and manufacture tea. There are
several models available in developed tea
countries such as Japan.
Empowering innovation in tea - Tea
must harness its true potential for its
inherent properties for beverage,
pharmaceutical, therapeutic and nonbeverage applications.
Liberalization of tea imports for value
addition and export – The maximum an
industry can grow is to its allowed limits. In
the case of tea the limitation factors are the
declining volumes of tea, declining quality of
tea and the exorbitant pricing for even poor
quality teas through State intervened
controls on imports. For the tea export
industry to grow and take a substantial
share of the global market these shackle
like impediments must be removed.
De-regulation of tea exports - Tea is the
most controlled export commodity. The
current Tea Control Act dates back to 1957.
Due to controls, malpractices are also at an
increased level. The tea export industry
should be a self-regulated export industry
with suitable safeguards to protect Lion logo
standard quality tea.
Converting the tea export sector from
a traditional export commodity to a
thrust industry - From the inception, tea
exports have been classified as a traditional
export and denied all facilities and
incentives offered to other industries. This
must change and make the tea export
industry a thrust industry and offer
incentives and encouragement that other
industries enjoy.

70
Print

63

Online

4

Television

1

Radio
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ABOUT TERI
Creating innovative solutions for a sustainable future
The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) is a leading think tank dedicated to conducting
research for sustainable development of India and the Global South. TERI was established
in 1974 as an information centre on energy issues. However, over the following decades, it
made a mark as a research institute, whose policy and technology solutions transformed
people’s lives and the environment. TERI’s key focus lies in promoting
•

Clean energy

•

Environment management

•

Water management

•

Sustainable agriculture

•

Climate resilience

For further information, please contact
WSDS SECRETARIAT, The Energy and Resources Institute, Darbari Seth Block,
IHC Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi – 110 003 India
Tel.+91 11 2468 2100 or 4150 4900, Fax +91 11 2468 2144 or 2468 2145
E mail: wsds@teri.res.in, Web: http://wsds.teriin.org
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